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It's no secret: most triathletes are weak swimmers. Improving your swim will make you a faster,

more confident triathlete, and you'll enjoy your time in the water.Swim Workouts for Triathletes, 2nd

Ed. will help you develop real swimming speed. This waterproof book of 75 swim workouts provides

the structure, variety, and drills triathletes need to become more efficient and faster swimmers. Each

workout is designed around a specific goal--endurance, speed, form, muscular endurance, or

anaerobic endurance--making it easy to prepare for events of different distances and improve

all-around swimming skill.Supplement your current training plan with these workouts or use one of

the book's four swim training plans to prepare for triathlon's most popular swim distances. You'll

improve your efficiency and feel for the water with illustrated technique drills. New 30-minute

workouts help slower swimmers or those with limited pool time get up to speed.Swim Workouts for

Triathletes means no more swimming in circles. Take this waterproof book to the pool with you, and

you'll be swimming real workouts that will make you a faster swimmer and a better triathlete.Â 
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The good points of this book for me are that:- It's waterproof- I can show up at the pool without a

plan and have a productive workout.- It comes with training plans that cover everything from general

fitness through to Ironman.- The text is big enough to read through goggles, without my contacts

(your mileage may vary here)- It has illustrated drills (and be honest, who doesn't need to do more

drills?)So why just four stars? I mean, I use this thing at all of my swim sessions now.As has been



pointed out by other reviewers, the workouts are extremely front crawl (freestyle) heavy. It's not a

big problem, since the book is targeted at triathletes and swimming any other stroke in a tri doesn't

make much sense. However, the IM sets and backstroke that featured in my old masters squad

workouts really helped my swimming, and I think provided a balance for the muscles used in the

sets.If you don't splash much when you turn, the drying of the book when you get home is easy...

wipe down the page you're open to and forget about it. If you splash (or the guy in the next lane

does) then it can take a few minutes to go through and wipe down all the damp pages - this is a

necessary step. It's waterproof, not 'stay-dry'.The book is also seemingly written for a short-course

pool (25m/yds). That's what I have access to mostly now, but I still prefer long-course (50m) and

some of the workouts would be harder to adapt to long course.The abbreviations used in all the

workouts can take some time to get used to, but that's not difficult unless your memory is worse

than mine.

Don't write too many reviews but feel compeled to review this product as this is the second time I've

purchased this item...in two weeks. Left my book at the pool and of course it was gone! While my

review is somewhat degraded by the fact that I haven't used this product long enough to assess its

results, it was nevertheless simple and provided focus to my sessions.Outstanding book. I am a

relatively new swimmer having seriously trained in swimming for only three months for triathlons.

However, I should add that I'm not new to swimming (military and childhood days) just new to

competitive swimming. I am not a "program" type person. Never liked workout plans and generally

stick to how I feel. Given the fact that I don't know much as to how to adequately balance drilling

and swimming, this is perfect.Two knocks. One is I've never swam competitively and therefore am

new to some of the lingo. The glossary section provides good explanation, but (unless someone can

help me here) I could not find the explanation for 2-2-2. It explains DESC 2-2-2 but some of the

workouts only have 2-2-2 as a description. I've just interpreted it as one in the same, but I think I

would be totally lost if I haven't done some reading on swimming and workouts online.Next con

would be I believe some of the distances are not suitable to total beginners. Three months ago,

while I could swim, I would be smoked getting across the pool. Now I'm a pretty avid fitness guy and

consider myself to be in great shape in general and as a Marine. Before I bought this book, I've

competed in five triathlons ranging from sprint (750m) swims to Half 1.2 mile swims. I also got

formal swim coaching. I consider the "beginner" workouts to be a pretty good workout.
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